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Book Reviews
Mexico: A Revolution by Education-George I. Sanchez-New York,
The Viking Press, 1936.

.has been Ute subject of discussion for m~gazine
articles, pamphlets, and,numerous books. Her natural ,
• resources- have been extolled, her scenic beauty -praised, and
her political upheavals decried. In the course of the .last
decade, much ink has been used up in interpreting Mexican
problems, and in some cases with a goop deal of sympathy
though perhaps with too much sentimentality.
. The word "revolution" connotes to the American public
an armed strife, a series of upris~ngs, a highly undesirable
state of affairs. So much so, that there is always an inquiry
on the lips of potential visitors to Mexico: "Are things settled
enough to make travel safe1"
Now comes Dr. George Sanchez with the same word
"revolution"
" and adds .another word from which Americans
are wont to shy, "socialism." This simply because we fail
to understand the meaning of the revolution in Mexico.
Dr.. George Sanchez has carefully interpreted the signHicance
of the revolution by sounding thel fundamental causes leading up to it al,ld by making a scholarly analysis of a factor
hitherto dealt 'with only in an incidental way.· Education in
present day Mexico is something that extends beyond the red
brick school ,house; it is a vital social force that is changing
feudal down-trodden Mexico"into a cultured nation. "They
(the schools) symbolize the change from feudalism to socialism, from exploitation to co-operation, from slavery to freedonl. They wage a revolution by education."
If we look jlskance at socialism, we are reconciled to it
when we read Sanchez's account of its function in Mexico.
'" Says he: . . . "The socialistic school derrn>nstrates the practicability of co-ordinating the technical function of a school
with social action and economic reform. This combination
raises the function of the school beyond the mere teaching of
subject matter and permits school work to extend into the
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fields of individual and social hygiene, agricultural, and industrial. enterprise, 'home and family life, and' all those cultural processes that are related to Mexican life." Such a presentation disabuses the mind of any a priori misconception
and clarifies a problem that Mexico is trying to solve through
its educational institutions.
The picture given .by Sanchez is complete in the sense
that it comprises all forms of education throughout the republic; 'the rural schools, the secondary schools, and the
higher institutions. But most of the discussion has to do
with the part that schools play in the social reconstruction of
the republic. From Dr. Sanchez's account we gather that
the revolution, in its true sense, is a redeeming process
brought about briefly by education. Furthermore, the material growth of Mexico and the proper adaptation to her economic medium is part of her present educational system.
Through. this study of Mexico's program is ,the reader given
a proper insight into the southern republic's life and development. Dr. Sanchez does not waive important issues such
as those 'arising through the conflict of ..church versus the
state and in this connection we are given a new and unbiased
version of what is actually the situation below the Rio
Grande. As a scholar he presents the case substantiated by
vital statistics and quotations from the legal code that leave
no doubts in the- reader's Wind. In fact, Dr. Sanchez's attempt to do justice to his task may at times lead him to
become too specialized, but it is well that someone takes the
trouble to be minute on a subject that needs a proper and
unbiased presentation to the reading public.
One need not look for sweeping generalizations and prophecies in this author's work. He has presented a clear and
interesting picture of what he saw and studied. The freshness so evident throughout is due to a fortunate circumstance: Dr. Sanchez penetrated into the heart of Mexico, discussed the matter with the foremost educators and leaders of
Mexico
without the usual guider or interpreter. -With the
.
kn9wledge of the language, Dr. Sanchez acquired first hand
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information and enlisted the hearty co-operation of the
Mexican people.
, The first 'part of the book has nothing that is p~rticu
larly new and revealing. The past histol-y of Mexico has
been sufficiently treated by other authors to allow little more
than a retelling." The important part of this study is the one
dealing with the present school movement and it is here that
Dr~ Sanchez presents something new. 'Mter reading "Revolution by,Education" one gets a perspective of the Mexican
Revolution that hitherto has not been conveyed. "University of New Mexico
ARTHUR CAMPA
4lbuquerque
I

.

Ancient Life in Mexico and Central America-Edgar L. Hewet~The
Bobbs-Merrill Co., Indianapolis-364 pp+~.-$4.00.
\

The faculty of the University of New Mexico has to its
credit, a notable group of scholarly publications, which,
though not large, is in many ways enviable. Dr. Edgar L.
Bewett's book, Ancient Life- in the American Southwest, is,
one which achieved wide succ(!ss and general acclaim. There .
followed, recently, a companion volume by the same' author,
Ancient Life in Mexico and Central America, and there is
ready to be issued by the University of New Mexico Press, a
third, dealing with the Chaco Canyon area. The three will
constitute a remarkable production for a period of a few
years, and could only flow froJll wells of knowledge, experience, and thought, stored up during more than a score of
years as a philosophical "dirt archaeologist."
Ancient Life in Mexico arid Central America, as the
foreword says, will be most profitable to those who have read
the preceding book. It is written for the layman and the
student, with a minimum of technical detail, and a dramatic
sweep of movement that is entrancing-yet it is keen in
al!alysis and based solidly upon essential facts. The process
of its production was not a' wild scramble for material to
fill pages·, but a careful and painstaking selection from
super-abundance.
"I,
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The end pages of the volume present a simplified map
showing the hypothetical population movements to ancient
Mexico and Central America from the north. These move( ments are expanded in the volume into a series of vast
migrations of a people seeking, no one knows why, for new
abodes; to ~hich later, through uncounted centuries, they
adapted themselves as no other people in the world has been
adapted. Exc~llent photographic and sketch illustrations
add greatly to the book's attractiveness, and at its end is an
ample' inde~. But these accessories do not make the book.
They are soon eclipsed by the magic of the words and phrases
which weave such a human interest story as keeps a reader
at it long after his, bed time has passed.
.
The organization ~ of material is similar to that of
Ancient Life in the American Southwest. Here is the work
of an archaeologist who sees in his task' the ~need for an
interpreter and philosopher. Paradoxically, it is an archaeologist whose face is to the future rather than the past.
Remains of cultures that have been, surviving fragments of
peoples whose golden age is gone, are meaningless except
that they hold up a lesson and forecast for the future.. This
view is made clear in the opening chapter, a critical essay
on the writing of ancient American history; and it is realized
in the closing chapter, "A Race's Future," and the afterword. Between, one ,is led by easy stages from the relatively
known of the American Southwest, along natural migration routes, to the less known realm; and. from the present '
through the recent past of historical knowledge, until at last
he feels at home among the most archaic culture remains of
strange lands.
These characteristics of the writer are pronounced and
make his book live:
He moves unerringly, forcefully, boldly to his, conclu( sions, which grow with irresistable logic out'of his premises.
He has written carefully, weighing each sentence and
word. He demonstrates the adage, "Tedious writing makes
easy reading."

I

I
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He consistently holds to' his belief that the problem of
archaeology is a human problem. Technicalities are useful
insofar as they serve the main problem, wasteful and confusing when ends in themselves. .
,
,His whole' book forcefully argues that mechanical
achievement is not the measure of a culture's worth. The
quest of all humanity ils for a harmonious way of life, and
its achievement ensures for a people, true greatness.
And last, but not least, as one reads he can ima~natively
see a twinkle in th~author's~ye, for he is not without humor.
PAUL WALTER, JR.

University of New Mexico
,

Followers of the Sunr-Harvey Fergusson-A. A. Knopf, 1936-$2.50.

So much folk lore and anecdote have come out of the
Southwest, with its lavish tradition of Indian, Spanish and ~
Anglo, that critics of Southwestern literature have called
the literary product interesting but immature, vital but
naive. As one who prizes the folk product, my argument
would begin with the disparager right there. Folk tales
simply told entertain and inform me 190re than many of
the most skillfully elaborated and techllically accomplished
short stories of the highest marketable value. But not to
argue that point, but another-has the Southwestern scene
inspired fiction of novel length and have novelists of distinction been developed here?
.
This is a book revIew, not an essay, but a review which
can treat of an essay theme. The list of Southwestern novelists includes Emerson Hough, Eugene Manlove Rhodes,
Willa Cather, Mary Austin, Oliver La Farg~" Paul Horgan,
Harvey Fergusson and as' many more who have written less
but whose work would bulwark the case for novel length
fiction within this region. My review is aboq.t then~wly
issued work of Harvey Fergusson, a major figure in th~ list
of regional writers of the Uni~ed States.
fJ
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Followers of the Sun is a single edition of three earlier
novels, The Blood of the Conquerors (1921), Wolf Song
(1927), and In Those Days (1929). The three novels ar~
called "A Tv!logy of the Santa Fe Trail" because, as Mr.
Fergusson wtites in his Introduction, "They all deal with the
same region: and spring from the same .impulse." That
impulse was ~he "great migr~tion from,!} the time when lone
hunters invaded a wilderness until the frontier had been
pushed intO the ocean and the westward flow of human
energy had come nearly to a stop."
In Mr. Fergusson's well written criticism of his own
work, printed now seven years after the completion of the
last novel, he speaks of Time and Change as the mighty
characters in the pageant of history who dwarf the other
actors in the mis-en-scene of In Those Days. These force~
are felt in all of the novels, but rather as background than
as character. In fact, in the panorama of the Southwest
and in groups of characters as they fit this scene, they are
more faithfully represented here, I believe, than anywhere
else in Western fiction. Few western writers command as
fine strength in picturing word and interpreting detail. Mr.
Fergusson, however, does not always realize fully his own
definition of the "business of the novelist," that to "reduce
themes of social significance to terms of individual destiny."
He draws character widely, but he chooses in these three
novels no. characters of considerable destiny.
One remembers Ramon, of Blood, of the Conquerors,
Sam Las~, of Wolf Song, and an attractive character from
another Gf Mr. Fergusson's ,works, Footloose McGarnigle,
as three ~spects of the same individual, the same life-loving,
easy-goinig out-door man, a prey .to circumstance but" never
its victim. Some fulfillment of' life comes to each of them
without ~ny great climax of joy or despair. There are poignant, life-searing moments of ;struggle in them and epic
hardihoo~, such as Sam Lash's pursuit of Black Wolf, but
their are no epic conclusions. Bob Jayson of In Those Days,
might h~ve
, been more of a dynast if he had been wed to
I

/
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Emily Robinsop and fo~ght the battle of conventionaIlty,
society and prdgress-which he inherited by way of Annie without consciJus choice. But Mr: Fergusson may answer,
"He would have been less the man or Bob Jayson."
Harvey Fergusson is a good self-interpreter. His introduction is a stimulating es..say on the pioneer spirit and the
elements of that spirit in later society. The reader today
'can have the three novels and the author's critical preface
in FoUowers of the Sun, a combination forming a distinguished chapter in the library of American literature.
T. M. PEARCE.
~lbuquerque, N. M.

.
,

Personally Speaking
world was settled on the mor~ing of Septem..
ber 17, 4004 B. C., the r~tio of man to woman was
equal; but soon it .became the disproportion of three to one.
This was unfair, but safe; and man hastened to strike at the
thing he was frightened of. As'long ago as five thousand'
years, a Chinese looked about carefully to see t:Q.at no woman
was near, nodded sagely, and enunciated, "A woman's
tongue is her sword and she does not let it rust." What an
agreement there must have been at that, if his cronies could
hear him above their clatter.
.
"
Fiomvhis numerical superiority alone man had the advantage, so ,one thinks, looking grFtvely down the staircase
of the centuries. And constantly there were, in consequence,
more men to write than women. Therefore as years passed
.Baudelaire was able to say with impunity, "Woman is natural ; in other words, abominable." ~ After all, what can one
do with those creatures one fears, but scorn them (looking
meanwhile out of the corner of the eye to see if allis safe) ?
Nor has woman been vocal enough, in writing that is, to
defend or counterattack.' If she has written, often it is in
eulogy of some scamp; or, after all, since she has no fear of
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